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ABSTRACT
The objective of this thesis hes been the investi-
gation of the influence of virion design and operational
parameters on the magnitude anc phase relationship of pro-
peller excited bossing forces. The investigation Wcs con-
fined to the hydrodynamics lly induced forces nomal to the
bossing.
A model bossing was installer upstret a four-
biaded Troost propeller in the test faction of the WIT Marine
Propeller Tunnel. The magnitudes of the forces were deter-
mined by comparison of the response of the bossing system
as instrumentation readings with readings representing the
application of known forces to the. bossing. Phase relation-
ships were obtained by combining angular mec. su recent s com-
puted from the instrumentation readings with direct angular
readings, taken by means of properly tinned strobe lights.
The major conclusions of this investigation ares
(1) The hydrodynemically induced vibratory force
normal to the bossing is a function of propeller thrust,
water velocity, clearance, and bossing length.
(*) The generally scceoted lew of similitude for
scaling bossino forces is substantially in error for the
forces meaeured in thie investigation.
(3) The phase angle relationship between the
measured force btxc the propeller blade is relatively in-
sensitive to clearance, but varies with orooeller thrust.
end bossing length.
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(1) Investigate the existing la* of similitude,
(2) Verify the conclusion thet the magnitude
of the force is a function of the water velocity, and
(3) Investigate the effect of variable wake on
the magnitude o r the vibratory force bt\6 its phase angle.
Thesis Supervisor: Frank ? '. Lewis
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Theoretically for eny s^ystere to vibrate at other
than its nature! frequency I driving force constitutes
a necessary condition- The resultant vibration is a
function of the frequency and magnitude if the driving
exciting force. Any periodic force acting externally
or internally on the syst= stitut* the excltati
Considering a shin underlay ta the system the .ible
rces of excitation are numerous. The magnitude of a
majority of the&« criving forces are such, or can be m*49
such, the t they are negligible. The rotating propeller
cons titutet i source of excitati ich is of substantial
magnitude. In ge«~red-turbine snd electric drive vessels
this form of excitation la predominant ar\6 in many cases
the bole source of vibration fror a practical Standpoint*
'^rooeller excited vibration be subdivided into
two distinct grouos: (i) those of once per revolution
frequency which result fro™ orooeller unbalance and (;
those of blade frequency. (Blade frequency equals the
number of prooeller blades times the shaft speed.) Ob-
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the excitation frequency of ahlp hull vibrations It th.
of blade i recuency. Further reference to propeller ex-
cited vibrefians will be to excitation of blade f recuency
unless specified oth e»
The propeller forces exciting hull vibrations are
caused by hydrodynan.ic forces acting on the iHer
elone and/or by the interaction of the hydrodynamic force*
acting on the propeller, hull, and appendages.. In general,
it has been established that the excitation force* of blade
frequency are transmitted to the FMlfl by means of: (1)
shaft bearing and (2) hydrodynamlcally generated pressure
fluctuations tttiftf directly on the hull or it* appendages.
To clearly define the surce oi excitation of the
blade f recuency vibrations, the total vibratory force
acting on a vessel is separated into b< 9 forces and
surface forces. The surface force is **r« completely
defined by specifying the surface upon which it acts.
For example, I single screw vessel tray have hull surface
rudder surface forces while th© twin sere* vessel may
have, in addition, bossing surface 'orcei or strut surfi.ee
forces. Sometimes, the hull 'surf tee forces are refers
to as hull suction forces.
The bearing forces are caused principally by the
wake variation across the propeller disc. From past






both single and twin tcrew vessels the baarlftf forces ere
a minor source of hull vibration. The hull surface forces
in single screw vessels or the bossing surface forces, if
bossing are fitted, in twin screw vessels are the ore-
dominant sources of excitation,
A reasonable theoretical solution to the ambler of
calculating the turfsee forces is non-existant. A «-u*li-
tative explanation of the creation at this suiface force
is based on the concept of circulation- erring to
Fig. 1, in position (1) the circulation is entirely around
the blade element as shown. This causes a negative oressura
on the forward face and a positive pressure on the after
or driving face of the propeller blade. As the blade ele-
ment approaches thts bossing or hull surface thee It •
shift in the circulation to MM path as shown in position
(i). The shift in circulation is caused by the introduction
of the structure in the path of circulation. The change in
circulation is accompanied by a tangent! el momentum change.
To produce this change a force acts on the system of hull
&r\d oropeller. As the blade roves past the structure t
circulation is restored to its original value with an
accompanying reverfoil of momentum and force. Thus, a
periodic force is imparted to the huli anc the propeller*
The forces imparted directly to the hull »re the surface
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POSITION 2 POSITION 3
-4-

The composition o the actual periodic force sy&tem
described above is not definitely knovn but is seen to be
5 complex system* In order to it an experimental
analysis of the force system it is necessary to replace the
•ctual system with at force system which is con-
sidered to be practically equivalent* In adopting such «
system only the blade frequency vibrations are considered*
In the past investi*; *• an equivalent system consisting
of six components was adopted? vertlcd, transverse, and
longitudinal forces and couples about the vertical, trans-
verse, and longitudinal axes* F work it has been
seen that the predominant components are tha vertical and
horizontal forces and the couple about the longitudinal
axis. It should be erphasi zed tht<t these c ients of the
adopted system are nominal, simple harmonic forces which
are nearly equivalent to the actual total force system.
Thus, it seems entirely feasible tc reduce the entire pro-
blem of propeller excited vibrations to individual in-
vestigations of predominant equivalent force I .tents
itting on one of the known sources of vibration, i.e.
bossing surface, hull surface, rudcer surface, or herrings,
B. PREVIOUS WORK
In the past four basic approaches have been used to
determine information regarding oropeller excited hull
vibration*,. The basic approaches are: (1) electrical analogy.
- 5 -
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(*:) full scale shlnboarr measurements, (j) self oio-
pelled model testirjo, end (4.) propeller tunnel investi-
gations.
Professor the prffssure
variations on an infinite pleit* wall, parallel to the
propeller axis b> an electrical analogy' ' . The
analogy consisted o. magnetic measurement of the field
strength §f en electrical model of & propeller in which
current varying conductors replaced vortex filaments,,
From the basic d»ta, pressure contours could be slotted
and these in turn integrated to determine the magnitude
oi the total vibratory force. It is also possible by
this method to deduce the total MMM longitudinal MM
ient of the ressure, which should correspond to the
thrust deduction, This method orovices the order o f
magnitude of the forces only. The broad assumption re-
quired for solution of the problem exclude the possibility
of refined results*
The literature available on ship vibration indi-
cates that numerous shipboard vibratory measurements
( 19} (l a ) ( J )
e been rr.ede v '
'
K * ' v ^'
. The pur nose of many of
these investigations has been to correlate data for
verification of the design formulas used in the cal-
culations of the natural frequency of the hull struRture,
The shipboard vibratory investigations in which the ob-
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jective was to I Mint information regarr. the source
and magnitude oi the excitation forces are few. Measure-
ments of the vertical excitation forces on the Oil WW
were made in i<*5. on the OOP* a t a
(11)leter date. ' Obviously, some shipboar- rements
are necessary to lish laws of similitude so thct
mocel testings ill be of significance, but full scale besic
research is impractical.
Professor Lewis conduct? <rch on the oropelier
excited vibration problem h as of self -propel; is
under the sponsorship of the Society oi Nbv*3 Architects
and Marine Engineers in the early 1930* s^ '. f linuation
of this work, again by the use of self-propelled models, has
been conducted recently under the sponsorship of Panel H-8
of the Society oi Naval Architects rmI Marine inoort' '.
Practically all of the information available on this su -
ject is i result of this research with the self-propelled
models. The system employed consists of a hull balance
system. An adjustable vibration generator and a vibration
detector crt mounted on the model. The tragnitude and
direction of the vibratory force applied to the model by
the vibration generator is controllable. The procedure
would be to run the h odel at the desired advance co-
efficient, adjust the vibration generator to -^ive a zero
output fror the vibration pick-up, anc then interpret
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excitation force. The vibration detector (pick-up) can
be adjusted to resoond to either vertical, transverse,
or torsional motion. This approach to t robiem ha*
yielded good results but has many disadvantage* from an
operational standpoint. The employment of self-propelled
models is exoenslve, cumbersome, and requires some type
of shio model tank facilities.
The basic approach to the problem which li the most
convenient experimentally is that of a propeller tun>
investigation. • methods have been employed in the oro-
iler tunnel approach? (1) forces, (2)
measurement of pressure To th*> authors' knowledge there
is no published information indicating that propeller
tunnel investigations of propeller excited vibrations have
been conducted at other than Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, rive theses neve been written concerning
different ohasee of propeller excited vibrations since
194.1 • Pinkerton &t\C Arnold*1 ^ and fteece and Lansdowne^ > *
sured, directly, the vibratory force acting on a scale
model of a ship^s bosbing. The three remaining theses
measured the pressure field in various locations near the
(7)
rotating propeller. Ellis and Henderson^ ' measured the
pressure distribution on a model bossing &r\6 integrated
the ores sure contours over the area of the bossing to find
(6)
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measured the pressure field on a fiat surface directly
above the propeller simulating the ship's hull. The
assure contours couldbe integrated to find the hull
surface forces, McClure inr' Mftvti-' " used, vas
essentially, a pressure orobe to measure pressure at
various locations in »n attempt to define the pressure
field surrounding the propeller. All these methods in-
volved tedious data reduction techniques, such as analysis
of c. thode ray oscilloscope orient- tions, graphical
harmonic analysis, <-nd graphic, 1 integration of pressure
contours. As a result of these time consuming data re-
duction methods the amount of useful information ».n<^
systematic testing has actually been extremely srr,all
C. OBJECTIVE.
The importance of reducing hull vibrations in all
types of vessels needs no emphasis* Before vibration
free designs can be made it is necessary to understand
the mechanism of propeller excitation and to understand
this mechanism additional research is necessary. The
current technical interest in thi biem is evidenced
by^ ' ?;no the fact that a research program is no** at
the Tsvic Taylor Model Basin under the general advice
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• From en exi tion of the scope ot the problem
and the results of previous investigations, it becomes
apparent th t o complete unci frs tending of the design
parameters affecting propeller excitation c.nr their
relative importance is lacking* By employment oi a
propeller tunnel it should be possible to lnvestigat*
separately the various sources of excitation and their
relationships to design or operational parameters*
As discussed earlier an equivalent force system con-
sisting of nominal simple harmonic forces raiy be em-
->yed end therefore each excitation source can be ex-
amined for the simple harmonic forces constituting the
ivalent system. For example, s.r\ investigation of the
bossing surface forces could be confined to the force
normal to the bossing, A model bossing has recently
been designed &r\6 developed at the Marine Propeller
Tunnel at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
for use in such an investigation,,
The objectives of this thesis ere: (1) to
assemble a satisfactory ce tec tor system for measure-
ment of the vibratory forces normal to the bossing,
(<) to arrive at »n acceptable method of system cali-
bration, 6t\6 (3) to investigate as many of the variables
affecting the magnitude of the vibratory forces »& time
oermi tted,
- lo -
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The -easureroent of the vibratory force normal to
the bossing was made by piecing a cast aluminum bobbing
upstream of the propeller in the test section oi the oro-
Ller tunnel, See Figures II, III, -nc IV, The- hyr.ro-
dynamicaliy induced vibratory forces cause a rotational
displacement of the bossing. This displacement is pro-
portional to the magnitude and frequency of the excitation
or vibratory force normal to the? bossing. The motion of
the bossi if is transmitted through a hollo* steel shaft to
the horizontal arm tr\<i finally, by means ot a vertical rod,
to the moveable coil of the detector unit.i;ee F inure III.
The horizontal arm and bossing sre eiaraoed to the center
tion of the hollow steel shaft which ii clamped at its
ends to the inside of the propeller tunnel. The cirensions
of the hollow shaft are such that it res D the
applied moment, resulting in an angular displacement or
twist of the shaft with negligible bending,
The relative motion of the moveable coil in the
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Fig. II. Propeller and Bossing mounted in test
section of tunnel. (Note hole in bossing at 0,7
radius for attachment of wire from calibrator.
One inch spacer is attached to bossing.
)
Fig. VI. Bossing, nose pieces, and spacer rings.






















PROPELLER TESTING TUNNEL AT M. I. T
'Acc««Door
Vertical Cross-Sec+ion Through Nozzle
-/4--

coil, results In the generation of a voltage proportional
to the velocity of th€ moveable coil. If simple harmonic
ion is assumed, this voltage is el so nropo: tional to
the displacement of the bossing. The output of the de-
tector, after amplification, is used to energize the
moveable coil oi an AC galvanometer. This instrument is
essential iy a wattmeter in which the magnetizing coil is
energized by the output of a sine wave generator * The
magnitude of the unknown force Bnd its phase relations}
to the propeller blade position is determined by comparison
of the resultant galvanometer deflections with readings
representing forces of known magnitude. Such known forces
and cefiections are plotted as calibration curves.
A. PROPELLER TUNNEL
The tests were made at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, in the marine propeller tunnel, which is
described in detail in v 7 unci illustrated in Fig. IV.
In general, it consists of a closed circuit of large
diameter tubing, through which water is circulated by an
impeller located in the bottom, horizontal leg, The upper
leg includes a test chamber in which the propeller is run.
Water enters the test chamber through a converging nozzle
twenty inches in diameter at its outlet. The . ropelic
is driven by a shaft entering the test chamber through the
-/o--
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receiving nozzle, opeed control of both the water velocity
end the oropeller is by the Ward-Leonard System. A single
100-horsepower induction motor drives three generators,
one for the impeller, one for the dynamometer, and one for
excitation, A 75-horsepower >;otor drives the impeller and
a 4G-horsepower motor drives the dynamometer*
ftater velocity in the test section it measured by
using the differential pressure in the inlet nozzle. This
pressure differential is transmitted to a gage containing
a heavy hydrocarbon which has been calibrated by pitot tube
measurements. Propeller revolutions are determined by an
electric clock counter mechanism and torque is me&sured by
reading the angular twist in & calibrated shaft* Thrust
tsurements are determined by a weighted balance arm in
30-pound increments while the differentials are converted
into oil pressure and are read on a mercury column.
B. PPOPPXLER
The propeller used throughout the investigation
was a twelve inch model of a ice-foot Tro st merchant
,e propeller designed for an ore carrier. It has the
following characteristics:
terial: Cast Aluminum
Diameter: 11. S< inches
No. of Blades: 4
Pitch Rati* (p/^): 0.957
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The bossing consists of «n aluminum casting fitted
with detachable wooden nose pieces for varying its length
end shape. See Fig. VI. The Ccst aluminum portion has
been machined and hand filed to the dimensions shown in
». V.
As shown in Figs. V and VI the aluminum portion
consists of three different shapes or sections: the hub
section, airfoil section, and channel section. The hub
cylindrically shaped section houses 1 removable,
spherically seated bearing d ©signed to sunort a orooeller
shaft extension if used. The bossing end bearing ere so
designed that it is possible to v< ry the clearance between
the airfoil section ot the bossing end the propeller while
the boa inq remains fixed in relation to the propeller
shaft extension. This is accomplished by attaching
cylindrical spacer rings to lengthen the hub portion of
the bossing. When the clearance is varied between the
propeller and the bossing the spacers are inserted to
atcin a constant clearance between propeller hub znd
bossing hub whether the bearing is in use or not. The
forward or leading edge of the hub is fitted with a re-
movable, wooden fair-water or nose piece. Fig. VI shows
the bossing, several spacer rings and the vooden nose
.-ieces.
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The airfoil or hydrofoil section extends frorr the
hub to the channel section. The length of the airfoil
section is such that with the bossing oositioned in the
test chamber of the propeller tunnel it extends radially
beyond the water jet between the two nozzles.. The
aluminum portion of the sirfcil sect! km$ the form
of the U.S. Navy Standard Strut Section- The forebody,
as previously mentioned, consists of wooden no I ifces
of various lengths, which complete the streamlined shan>e
of the airfoil section. r theie investigations t
such oleces were employed. The first, or long nose piece,
represents the forebody o f the Hairy Bt*A4ftrd Stmt Section,
giving the bossing an overall length of 9-3/8 inches. The
second, or short ncse piece, hc.s a sawi-circular cross-
ction of diameter ecuel to the thickness of the aluminum
bossing tt the forward edge. Thus it represents the mini-
mm overall length possible with this aluminum afterbody.
In subsequent discussions any reference B*4f to the long
bossing is to be interpreted M referring to the aluminum
c« I with the long nose oi«-v ce attached. Similarly,
the short bossing is the aluminum section with the short
nose :iece in place.
-r th* section of bossing outside the flow
ified channel shape is used to maintain maximum stiff-
tfe rinifpum weight. /-t the up er end, orovision is
)T clamping the bossing to the hollow steel shaft*
See Fig. V.
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The horizontal arm is mounter transversely near the
top of the propeller tunnel as shown in Fig. III. It is
clamped to the hollo* steel shaft at approximately the
center of the nropeller tunnel hatch. The anqular dis-
placement of twist of the »te<:l shaft causes a rotation
of the horizontal arm and a resulting vertical displace-
ment of the undamped end, where it is connected to the
moveable coil of the detector. The linkage between the
moveable coil of the detector end the horizontal arm is
a 3/8-inch rod with b rigid coupling for easy disassembly.
The arm is an eluminum casting, having an I-beam
cross section to give maximum stiffness with nr-lnimum
weight. The casting has been m&chinod to the dimensions
shown in Fig. VII for clamping to the hollow steel shaft.
E. MOUNTING
Bdth the horizontal arm and the bossing were clamped
to a hollow steel shaft having an inside diameter of
2-1/4 inches, an outside diameter of 2-1/2 inches, and
a lenath of 30 inches. Dimensioning of the steel
shaft w:8 such as to provide a large bending stiffness
th suitable torsional stiffness for the magnitude
of forces anticipated. The shaft was rigidly clamped
to the inside top of the propeller tunnel test section
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• I int where the horizon tel arm was mounted, See
Fig.. III.
The shaft was ciamr>*»e In two cast bronze mountings,
chined to the dissensions shown in Fig. VIIIc The bronze
mountings ar* bolted to the inside top of the Tooeller
tunnel test section U*4 99 oositioned th*.t the hoilov* steel
shaft is parallel to the propeller shaft. Once installed,
the cast bronze mountings <m<$ the hollo* steel shaft re-
mained In the prooeller tunnel throughout the investigation,
The horizontal arnj MM permanently clomped to the hollow
stetl shaft in the desired location just below the pro-
peller tunnel hetch. Thus the horizontal iSfej hollow
steel shaft, and bronze mounting* reneined in position
throughout the investigation. The bossing was shifted
to various locations on the holloa ste«l shaft and removed
from the test section whenever required and/or at the Mi
»tl«n of • day's work- The detector and calibrator were
clsmoed to the propeller tunnel hatch coaming fox easy
remcjvil and in the case of the calibrator, ease of re-
iocoti.^n to the control panel* tee Figs. XIV and XVI.
The positions 01 the detector uftit and the calibrator
• carefully markeo to facilitate exact relocation.
In cc'cition to the bossing system counting as de-
scribed above, the propeller mounting and the mounting
for the frlcticnless bearing pulley should be mentioned.
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opeiicr mounting refers, to keying the propeller to the
propeller shaft for the measurement runs. The Important
point is that the propeller and propeller shaft were care-
fully marked to insure correct angular mounting of the
orooeller. This was required for the method employed in
determining phase angle relationships. See Appendix A.
The frlctionless bearing pulley was mounted in
such a location il to insure normal attachment of the
calibration wire to the bossing. Se« Fiq. XV, A chrnnel
beam was bolted between the two nozzles of the test
chamber. See Fig. IV, The pulley was then mounted on
the channel in such a fashion that removal end reinstallation
was easily accomplished when desired.
F. DETECTOR SYSTEM
The wiring diagram of the detector system is shown
in Fif. IX. Prom the writing diagram it can be seen that
the instrumentation consisted of five major components:
detector, amplifier, galvanometer, sine wave generator,
and cathode ray oscilloscope.
The detector is described in detail in * ' ' Bn6
illustrated in Fig. X. It consists of a fixed coil, (E),
energized by a lead acid storage battery, &nd a moveable
coil, (?) , containing 8000 turns of No. 36 enameled
copper wire. The moveable coil is positioned within the
- 24-
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actor case by t lexures
connected to the horizontal arm by three-ti ohths
inch rod M shown in Fig. III. The d«t«e1 n in
. X was modified to accomodate the thr« ohths
inch rod by reolacinf) (J) with a cone- >d pi*ce and
llinq a hole in the cent- the case top. Inergizing
the fixed coil forces flux in the air gep between (a) i t\6
tion of the MTWtblt coll therefore cienerste* l
voltage ortional to its velocity and the flux linkages.
Amolif icstion of the detector si or- il tec Lshed
by means of a General rcdio Co, voltage air-plifier having
the folio ing characteristics:
rial No.: 1'
Model: 714A
Constant Gain: 20-6000 cos.
c-3and Gain: 910 r::-',xirr,uir. with variable
n control, O.in control
£l«l subdivided into *:0
civisions.
The output of the airoiifier wfti fed to the moveable
coil of a galvanometer. This galvanometer was manufactured
by the Rubicon Comrseny of Philadelphia, >J . In the years
; Losing Lte ourchase, Pre feasor F«H* Lewis redesigned
the galvanometer so th t*t tt is nov< beet described as an
alternating current galvanometer or a very sensitive
wattmeter. The a?e<jnatizing coil of the galvanometer wmi
- 26-
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energit«dl by a sine wave generator whose voltage output
function of speed, bince the calibration run:
re marie at sheft speeds corresponding to tho e of
surement runs the only variabl* cuolied to the gal-
vanometer was the anolified detector signal. The
galvano- as modified actually oerformed at a watt-
meter and read HI cos3. A 110-6 volt trans former wes used
as a supoly for the light source of the g<- ivanometer.
The sine wave generator emoloyed was model No. F-16,
-c-nuf cctured by The Electric Indict tor Co. of L-tarcford,
Conn. It is rated at 1.3 volts oer 100 rpm &nC has two
outputs which are 90° out of phase. This oermit ted read-
ing EI cos}, end ET cos (| * 90*) »r EX sin.< with the
galvanometer. EI cot.3 was designated £s the A reading of
the galvanometer &n<i IX•1*0 cS the B reading. The angle
was designated 3. or 3-, corresponding to a calibration run
or a measurement respectively.
The wiring diagram indicates that the amplifier out-
out was also fed to a cathode ray oscilloscope. The
ray oscilloscope was used t -^Itor the circuit.
It could be switched to either the output of the sine wave
generator or the amplif ier. Turing the runs it was keot
on the amplifier output end thus permitted a visual pre-
sentation of ttM signal generated in the detector and
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MAt »X circuit. Figure XI show* the amplifier, gal-
vrnometer, cathode ray oscil lo*;co e, and switch box
used during the investigation. The switch box merely
vided a convenient mounting for the various switches
which were installed in the detector circuit for esse
and flexibility of operation,
G. CALIBRATOR
Figure XII shows the principal dimensions of the
ibrator and Figure XIV shows the calibrator in position
•
• calibration run. This mechanism was used to cali-
bre te the entire system so th*t the galvanometer reading
could be related to the meonitude of the hydrodynamics 11
y
induced vibratory forces. Basically, the calibration
•:hanis» was designed to ly bt\ excitation force of
known magnitude znd frequency to the hosting at a position
ed to correspond to the point oi iCrti.n of the
actual vibratory force.
Th« calibrator consists of I actuated lever
arm which is driven a t four times o^ooeller spefd by
shaf tin red to the cynamometer. Connected to the
lever arm is a wire-soring combination which in turn is
connected to the bossing. The wire is normal to the
sino it a point whose distance from the propeller shaft
axis is ecual to 0.7 of the propeller radius. Longi-
tudinally the point is located approximately two Inchea
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Rotation oi" the can?, shaft causes a sino&oi dis-
placement of the lever err, and consequently a sinusoidally
Vc |*ying elongation of the wire-spring combination. i R
exc:it*tion force equal in magnitude to the spring constant
Oi the wire-spring combination times it& elongation is
thus spplled to the bossing. The cam ?us I tots! throve
of one-cuaiter inch causing a displacement of 3/3*: inches
at the point of wire attachment to the lever arm.
To minimize flexur?! and torsional vibration of the
catr i shaft, i flywheel was attacheo to the sh&ft and a
»ec was installed adjacent to first but 1#0 3 out
)hr?se. Each cam actuated two lever arms, held in con-
tact with the cam by springs* Only one of the four arm*
*ci> connected to the wire running to the bossing. Lee
Tips, -II, XIII, and XIV. It was found during, the early
calibration runs that the effect of the three extra lever
armt was negligible in reducing torsional vibration, and
they were therefore removed* This exolains the additional
car* shown in the illustrations.
Figure XIV Is a ohotograph of the calibrator In
oosition on the propeller tunnel hatch coaming for a
calibration run. The various springs sho*n were attached
directly to the lever arm by means of a tension regulating
spindle. The wire then led from the spring to the point
of attachment on the bossing, tee Fig. XVo The vvire v^ed
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Fig. XIV, Propeller tunnel hatch showing detector
mounting and calibrator in position for a calibration
run. Note calibrating springs in foreground.












LOOKING UPSTREAM TOWAUD THE INLET NOZZLE
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I 0.010 in. diameter piano wire. It Mia directed
normal to the bossing surface by u&ing a pulley *ith
irictionless bearings positioned a* shown in Fig. XV.
en to injure th*t ti.e wire hac no kinks
in Jidfer to maintain is nearly as possible • linear
wire-spring combination.
As seen in the illustrs tions of the calibrator,
the sine wave generator was .noun ted on tne seme base
the carr. shaft and gearec directly to the cam shaft.
The only purpose in using a gearec drive was to avoid
<r\ alignment problem between the carr, she it one tne sine
wave gener tor shaft. The flywheel, in addition to re-
ducing torsional vibrations, provided a suitable location
for the counting of an indicator care used in phase angle
determinations. The hair line 6t\6 indicator care were
adjusted M that a 0* reading on the card represented
the high point of the actuating cam. This relationship
It discussed in the Appendix. However, it should be
Mentioned here that the calibrator wee designed in the
above leeitne* to provide- flexibility oi the system in
physical positioning. As a packaged unit it MM Welly
moved to • nev, location above the tunnel control panel
trine, the actual measurement runs without disturbing
ular relationships between the tine wave gen-
erator phases, indicator card, and cam.
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A* originally desi^md the calibrator unit, when
in position for e calibration run, riven long
flexible c^ble geared to the cynarcometer aha ft. lx-~
eessive torsional vibreti it necessor\ js>e a
•olid shftft with short flexible cab t each enc, Lee
Fi9. XIV. The gearing v-.as four to one at the driven end
so that the long shaft M U (c* libra tor)
rotated at four time ;peiler shaft .'.peec v.hen the
ator was relocated above- the controx en* 1 for
renent runs one of the short flexible cables was
used to drive the calibrator irer- the Mi ©rs on the
dynerometer shaft, figure XVI shows the calibrator unit
in oosition above the control panel for a measurement run.
H. PHAIH SYSTEM.
termination of the ohase relationt-r ip between the
tifti« of occurrence of the measured force and the propeller
bl&( iition with respect to the trailing edge ^f the
binq is described in detail in the Appendix. The pro-
cedure consisted oi" determining three angles, l\-o of
these angles were calculated directiy irorr. the galvanometer
readlncs| one fma the calibration runs an :ie
measurement runs. The third angle was read directly on
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sentially, then* the phase systen consisted of
the galvanometer, the indicator c m the flywheel of
the c alibrator, the phaser for tiralng of the strobe
hta And a telescope, The telescope was counted in
a side window of the propeller tunnel as shown in
Fig, XVII and used to correctly tioM firing of the strobe
lights. One strobe light was counted at a window in the
test section and the other on the control panel for read-
ing the indicator card. Both lights fired sirultaneou&ly*
i. thmnel man ownm.
For all constant spead runs, the propeller shaft
was operated at a bpwci corresponding to a frequency
close to the natural frequency of the bossing ays torn.
Increased sensitivity in force detection together with
satisfactory phase angle determination was attained by
operating the system just off the resonant peak, Such
a frequency required that the control of the propeller
shaft speed be extremely accurate. The principle
of the Vlenner aperd controller MM utilized.
The soeed control circuit is dlscussec Iff detail
ir. » Basically, speed control was obtained within
very narrow limits by means of an adjustable frequency
tuning fork acting in the motor field circuit as shown
in Fiq, XVIII. The tuning fork actually consists of
a pair of tuning forks of different lenqths and con-
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sequently of different fre uencies, rcounted one ovw the
other. The pair of forks were designee so that the
relative position of the t*o could be varied by a Ml
adjustment. Clips near the ends constrain the forks to
vibrate together. Rough frequency <- c jut tment is attained
by attaching weight sets to the fork tips, Fineradjust-
at is achieved by varying the adjustment screw,
two-part commutator is geared to the dymmntf
shaft* The commutator is constructed so that the circuit
is closed for half a revolution am ->r half a
revolution. In series with the commutator is the tuning
fox <e-and~bresk contact maker %\hich is adjusted so
that it is closed for half a vibration anc open for the
other half. If the tuning fork and commutator are running
in step the second field rheostat will be short circuited
for portion of each revolution. The field current will
attain a certain value dependent upon the oha&e relation
of the tuning fork &nd commutator. If the load or voltage
changes* the cotnmutator speed, and therefore the ohesa
relationship, the field current will then vary to return
it to the desired value* A galvanometer in the circuit,
mounted on the control panel, provides visual indication
of synchronism of the commutator and tuning fork.
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III. PROCEBUJ
Once the instrumentation and method of calibration
were considered to be operationally accepteble, the oro-
cedure consisted of three basic steps which weie repeated
each condition investigated. These were: (i) cali-
bration, (*) measurement <^nd (3) foice anc phase angle
determination. Before the investigation could proceed,
however, it was necessary to investigate the effects of
certain variables, correct design defects, and obtain
reproducible data, iince this initial procedure is con-
fined to only the beginning of the investigation it will
be omitted here and discussed instead in the fo endix.
Calibration consisted of applying a force of known
magnitude and frequency to the bossing and recoidina the
response of the system as galvanometer deflections.
This was accomplished by using the calibrator described
in section II &nd a variety of wire-spring combinations.
The wire from the calibrator Mil attached to the- bossing
at • position which was assumed to be the point oi appli-
cation of the hydrodynamically induced vibratory force.
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iru; a range of forces from approximate!; 5 lbs. to
1.10 lbs. Cnough v-ire-spring combinations were used
to clearly define calibration curves of resultant gal-
nwtai deflections vs. force.
Once the desired spring mm attached between the
calibrator lever arm nd the wire to the bossing, it
was necessary to set the initial tension determine
the magnitude of the force which would be aoplied to
the bossing. The initial tens ss set by placing
the desired weight on the weight pan end then adjusting
the lenath of the wire-soring combination (the elongation
the soring) until the lever an* Ju&t lifter from the
l#w ooint of the cam. See Figs. XVI and XX. The* magni-
tude of the force applied to the bossing through the
wire-soring combination was measured by adding weights
to the weight nan until the lever arm just lifted off
the high point of the cam. The weight pan was then
disconnected from the lever arm and the tunnel run at
the required speed. If the calibration was to be at a
stent propeller soeed, the tuning fork speed control
circuit \^as used. For variable soeed runs the tuning
fork was disconnected. This orocedure was repeated for
a number of wire-spring combinations, the number used
being determined by the number required to define a
calibration curve. The end result of a calibration run
was • plot of resultant galvanometer deflecti n read-
ings against force.
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The response of the entire system we* a function
of the5 magnitude tnc frequency of the applied force and
the natural frequency of the bo&&inn. The natural .ire-
ncy of the bossing system varied with clearance be-
tween the propeller end bossing, and the length of the
nose olfcce used* Therefore, the calibration runs I
to be made under the sane conditions as th* iurement
runs*
For the measurement runs, the wire of the wire-
ing combination was removed from the bossing, the
Her installed, and the calibrator relocated on
the tunnel control panel, £ee Fig, XVI. for the major
portion of the investigation the propeller speed was
held constant by the tuning fork speed control circuit
and the water velocity changed to give the desired
thrust variations. The reminder of the data w*« taken
with either constant water velocity anc variable WH,
or constant thrust and variable combinations of pro-
peller RPM and water velocity.
In addition to recording the oaivanometer de-
flection readings, as in the calibration runs, it was
necessary to record propeller speed, thrust, water
velocity, and the angle a, as read on the indicator
card of the calibrator. The method of measuring pro-
peller Gpved, thrust and water velocity is described
in Section II,
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The ancle i is defined as the phase angle between
tire the generating line of an arbitrarily selected
propeller blade coincides with the trailing edge of the
bossing, and the tine the calibrator auses the
maximum positive force tr, b* Lied to the bossing during
calibration. The oropeller shaft was marked so that t
generating line of the chosen blade coincided with the
trailing edge of the bossing when the cross h«irs of the
telescope we-e aligned with the Bark. i,ee Fin. XVII.
ring the measurement run* the timing of the strobe
lights was adjusted until the scribe mark on the pro-
peller shaft coincided with the telescope cross hairs.
The angle was then read on the calibrator indicator
card.
Once both the calibration end measurement runs had
been comoleted for a desired conditio-, oi investigation,
the magnitude of the hycrodynamicf lly induced force could
be determined together with Its ^hase relationship to the
nrooeller blade oosiiion. from the galvanometer readings
recorded during the calibration runs, resultant galvan
meter readings and the angled, were computed:
Resultant reading - -^ .' reading I ^ing
i m + ^~1 BreadingH ' tsn Kriiatng
The resultant readings were plotted against the forces
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ich produced them to give I curve if force vs. resultant
-ter readings for fcfee pellicular set of conditions
employed.
The resultant galvanometer readings Br\d the angle |«
for the measurement runs were computed in a similar manner.
The calibration curve was then entered with resultant read-
ings c>nd the magnitude of the forces determined, Th se
relationship between the time of occurrence of the measured
vibratory force and the time the propeller blade generating
line coincided with the trailing edge of the bossing was
then calculated. This relationshio is represented by the
angle y, which is. defined as the ohase angle between the
time the generating line of the arbitrarily selected nro-
iier blade coincides with the trailing edge of the boss-
inc the occurrence of the measured hydrodynsmicaily
induced force normcl to the bossing* The relationship for
determination of y is:
^Y |j ~ (^ t a)
where the following convention was adopted for d, and V.
drant determination:
A reading B reading /mqle
-r - 90*
+ 90 - II
180 - *70°
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A d*taii«d description oi the methods of force
determination, phase angle c et& rrni notion, ^nc the method




The results of this Invoa tig* tion are best pre-
sented in graphical anc tabular form. Figures XXI an4
XXII illustrate the Variation of the vibratory force
with thrust &n<5 clearance. Clearance values u&ed refer
to the clearance between the oropellex leading edge and
the bossing trailing edge at 0«7 radius. Since the pro-
peller blade is s Lightly raked (•?*), actual clearance
varies from one—quarter inch at &•£ aa to ons and
one~h£lf inches et the blade tip. In examining these
figures it should be remembered tiu t the variation in
thrust was obtained by a variation in water velocity
at a constant pxoooller s^ezd. It should also int-
ed out that the norm<?i operating point of the propeller
used would correspond to a thrust of approximately 21 lbs.
Figure XXIII shows the variation in vibratory
force with clearance for a thrust of ZX lbs. This
figure clearly illustrates the affect of bossing length
as well ss clearance on the magnitude of the induced
vibratory forces. Figure XXIV is the same information
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should be emphasized here the. t fig*. XXII end XXIII
ere for one particular sat ;f condi ie,
these figure* are for s thrust of 21 lbs* and a pro-
peller speed of 5-48 FPM.
Fioure XXV is another clot showing the v< ristion
force v.itb thrust for a particular value of clearance,
ever, in this figure water velocity was held constant
and the propeller sperd varied to obtain the desired
thrust values. The uo^er curve Mia taken directly fr
Fig. XXI for ourooses of comparison.
Figure XXVI is slotted usi no vain ~ wN tt
Fie. XXV anc illustrates the v fciefl of force with
water velocity.
The phase ancjl* relationships result 1'. tha
investigation are summarized in Tables XXXIII VXXIV.
The values of the phase angles for l rement run
are included on the measurement tables which aooear in
the Appendix. These tables show the maximum variation
in the phase angle for the thrust rancje used at each
value of the clearance. In addition, the value of the
oie is clven for a thrust of 21 lbs„ which, as pre-
viously mentioned, corresponds to the average ooerating
point of the orooeller.
Table XXXV is a summary of the magnitude of the
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force velue hhs been reduced to a percentage of the thrust
at the opereting point.
The generally accepted law oi similitude for basaiftf
forces states that for ec:usl velues of ti. • ( dvence co-
efficient, J, the forces vary as the rati* ot the propeller
spetd st.usred. (F. F^-)*), Table XXXVI U <n
Illustration of the values computed by this law as co»-
to the? aaaaurad values. The table all Lvtf the
velues computed by the same basic relationship but using
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fc- unwary of phase Anolc V
for i«hort Bossing
Clear-




1 0.085 31 »t 37,6 6»6
0„1*7 29,9 33.1 3*'*.
1.75 0.H8 30.3 34-3 4*0
0.169 not computed
9 £ 0o 190 31.5 3^a a.
9
2.f 0,211 3<«5 37 4»B
7 5 C... 33.5 37„6 4.1












; v. ay * 4
NOTE? y... .i generally corresoonci to high thrust veiu>
Y a«n•rally corre«» ondt to low thrust values<•
T«** is maximum variation.
By Definition +y 1« th-. angle by v.hich
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Inches it| deg ^eg deo
1 0.085 23,9 .0 .1
1.25 0.106 2^.9 26,1 1.2 .9
1,50 0,127 U*J 26.1 1.8 .0
1.75 0.1^3 22,9 23.9 1.0 8
^.00 0.169 22,9 24-. 5 1.6 24.5
2.25 0.190 21.9 24.3 2.4- 24.0
2.50 0.211 21.9 23.5 1,6 23.0
2.75 0.232 21,6 .5 3«9 25.0
3.00 0.250 28*2 25.9 3.7 25.2
Av. AY * 2.14'
I'll V(y, in generally corresponds to high thrufct valu-
Y generally correaoonds to lovv thrust values*
recx '
AY !• maximum variation
„
max
By Definition +y It the vhate angle by v*hich
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.ice Clam. Force Thrust (•*)
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Force Thrust ()



































*: • 7S 13.2*. 25.1
2,03 9.63 25.9







"£j By Definition ** ll tht tnglc by which the force
le&ds the propeller blede*
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V* Dl. ION 01 JLTt
The factual statement of the results of this in-
vestigation h*i been presented in the preceding section.
The purpose of this section is to discuss these results
in order that they may be correctly interpreted and pro-
perly evaluated.
It hss not been the purpose of this thesis to
develoo a new theory or to disprove existing theories,
but rather to cast additional Light on the mechanism of
orooeller excited vibratory forces. In an attempt to
increase the existing factual knowledge of the phenomena,
the influence of various parameters, on the magnitude znd
phase angle of the vibratory force n«ve been studied, In
order that the results of these studies may be a signi~
fie, nt contribution it bee r m cesssry to indicate their
validity by an examination of the techniques employed in
their determination. It is also imperative to re-£ iz«
e of the more subtle points which nay be overlooked in
analysis of the factual results.,
The best method of insuring accurate interpretation
of the measurement dats was by comparison with calibration
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determining the vari of vibratory t +h thrust,
it was impossible to us>e this for all measurement
runs, particularly in the analysis* ta taken with the
long bossing (long nose oiece) . (Fig. XXII). forces ob-
tained using the snort nose oiece, with the exception of
1* clesranca data-, were taken directly from either directly
plotted or Interpolated (1*75* tiMl *.., 5") calibration curves.
(Figs. XXXV and XXI). The method employee for a clearance
of loO inch i& considered valid although if recognized to
be not as direct as having a calibration covering the xanges
of measured force. For clearances of i»75 and «.'. 50 inches
the inttroolation between existing calibration curves was
linear. As shown in Fig. XXIV these two points are slightly
off the straight line repre; anting the variation of force
with clearance. Closer correspondence of the: tic ta would
have been obtained had a logrithmic intaipolatlon been
made between existing calibration curves. The ideal
solution, if course, would hav n the ^ration of
a separate calibration curve for each individual spacer
arrangement. The overall error resulting iron I uch
calibration interpolation, however, is seen to be small,
and therefore the orocedure It considered justifiable.
Of the total of nine clearance runs made with the
long nose piece, only four (i^ ?, -3 B ) ware . ible to
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Time did not permit l data reduc:: technique similar
to that emoloyed for a clearance of i inch with the
short bossing, r the determine tion of forces measured
which were outside the range of the calibration data, it
was necessary to assume that the calibration curves were
itraioht lines. This assumption permitted force deter-
mination for any galvanometer Reflection by mere appli-
cation of the calibration curve slope.
In addition, data for clearance of 1*^5, 1.75,
<..i<:5, and : .75 inches for the long bossing were reduced
by logrithmic interpolation between existing calibration
curves. It should be noted that the calibration curves,
as drawn, do not always intersect at the origin,,
(Figs. XLII Mel XLIII) . The initial procedure ant pre-
liminary calibrations indicated that th> ' vanorr.eter
scale was not linear and, therefore, the calibration
curves of rtsuitsnt galvanometer readings vs. force
possessed slight curvature, This was demonstrated in
the short bossing calibration curves*
This discussion should emphasise that certain
errors *ere accepted in the reduction ot the ceta for
the long bossing which were not present in thr short
bossing analysis. If it is assu- ; t the values of
the force determined for clearances of %*$* ifls1 |»0*
?re correct, since they were derived directly from cei-
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ibration curves, the slope of thr | curve in
Fig XXIV could be reduced to a value corresponding to
that of the short bossing* This *ould indicate that the
values at smaller clearances a. tted, ere high. If
the calibration curves were of b Liar to those
of the short bossing these values would be smaller, znd
better afr* e»ent would exist between the- slopes of the
two curves, Despite that* smell discrepancies, the
qualitative results indicate conclusively that for the
longer bossing the magnitude of the force is at least 1.5
es as greet as that for the corresponding conditions
with the short bossing-,
The curves of vibratory forces vs. clearance could
be more clearly defined by measurement at clearances of
less than 1 inch. The oropeller selected for this in-
vestigation MM designer with 8° rake to that • clearance
of one inch at the 0,7 radius was the minimum value ob-
tainable.
During the initial procedure ant- the exploratory
runs it was discovered that lateral vibrat the
wire-spring combination introduced a sr.all error in the
magnitude of the calibration force,. The initial tension
of the wire was increased to reduce this vibration, &nd
several forms of dampers were used* These orovec to be
unsatisfactory, however, and were removed. Thus 11
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but constant error existed for all data to tht
terai vibration of the wire-spring combination* The
magnitude of this error is conci; igible for
forces exceeding 0,4 Im«, bv . nificance
at lower values of force ^hich Correspond to the greater
clearances.
Preliminary runs to doto; the influence
certain parameters on the proposed ealibri d
reveal ec t self-excitation of the bossing system by
the water was ibie. The magnitude of the Vibrati
voriee1 directly with the water velocity while the fre-
quency remained constant at the natural frequency ot the
bossino, system. To increase the sensitivity of the de-
tector system the investigation v.-as c nducted, for the
most port, near the resonant peak. Thus the operating
frequency corresponded closely to that of the natural
frequency of the system and, therefore, the frequency of
self-excitation. When compared with the vibratory forces,
the influence of this phenomenon mm found to be MM»11 at
the water velocities anticipated. However snail, it is
sible that to** slight error could have been introduced,
rticularly st low thrust vjIups for the greater clearance
runs.
Operation of the bossing ay a tap near the resonant
p$Bk tr.ade propeller speed control extremely critics
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Errors of 2 &nt j r?m in *P+*4 caused relatively
large errors in the of the me, d force. To
insure that such t to tant
attention hod to be directed toward control* The
maonitude of the errors introduced is felt, for the- mat
oart, to be negligible. However, this was only paaslbla
through constant adjustment o mm! control system.
It is felt that the cuenttty g t§ taken could MVt
been ro- doubled had soeed control not been such a
prebias, either by having l more positive means of speed
control available or by operating the system further fx
the resonant irecuency.
Figure XXV 11 iustrst.es the result* of en investi-
gation to determine the- influence of water velocity on
the vibratory force ^nd to confirm the existing IftWt mt
similitude. For a constant v«:Iue of thrust, the d
clearly demonstrates the increase in the induced vibratory
force with an increase in the vaster velocity pest the
bossing.
Correlation of this data m possible with the
existino laa* of similitude, i.e. F« FiCcr-)*"*
As demonstrated in Table XXXVI, however, if the nant
of k.oo is intra* ft*4 to *:»75 ? the results ara in bett
agreement, It is suspacted that the amplifier in the
circuit was operating .iohtiy balow tha linear
-67-
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range of frequency vs, gain for these e)ata runs- fcitr.
a decrease In PPM the curves v<oul( drop off more sharoly
thaft they shoul Thus the possibility exists that V
effect representee here is ;rc! . The
over? 11 discrepancy is felt to be small, however, ej|
litatively the data ia valid,
Tables XXXIII and XXXIV are a summary of the phase
angle relationships for the vibratory force. In cal-
culating the values of the pit*** angle- it was necessary
to use —turtauntt it I particular • setting since
it was found that the angle |% varied with gain. This
was thought to be Uti results of operatino the amplifier
in thi non-linear fre uency range, The
also varied in aaejnitaiali throughout t calibration run,
but to • mtcbi lesser I nt. Since a constant value of
|| ia essential for the evaluation of tha ohese enple y,
the average value of 3, each calibration run *as used.
For phase angle d extermination whero the calibration curves
hrd been derived by interpolation it was necessary to in-
terpolate between the }» valves also., it is fait that the
phase angle relationships are of the correct order of
magnitude but are subject to small errors which were in-





1, The induced vibratory force normal to the bossing
is 8 function ot the tollovdno variables:
(a) Propeller thrust.
(b) iSater velocity,
(c) Clearance between nro-
-»filer blade and bossing.
(d) Length of bossing,
*.. For a constant value of propeller soe d the vibratory
force as a function of clearance may be represented by the
following relationship
F a F e
where, f* <-.od F, are the vibratory forces
u it the siooe ot the semi-1'- :>t
of force v£„ cleare-nce, and
C, and C. are the clearances in
inches at 0.7 radius.
2. The law a: :-ifrdlitude for vibratory forces normal

















where F, and F,, are the force* and N, .-.: N.
are the corresponding propeller speeds.
4. For design purposes • (!•! n-nce ei Ucl to 1/3 the
propeller diar.eter is recommended It riaimlze vibratory
forces.
5. The phase angle, y» < '.-e?'ined M the angle between
the time the generating line oi an arbitrarily selected
propeller blade coincide* with the trailing edge of the
bossing, and the occurrence of the — •ttJC»< hydro-
dynamicaiiy induced force normal to the bossing, is;
(a) Indeoendent of the clearance
between propeller and bossing,
(b) A function of the bos sir.?, length
\ »p«ller thrust.
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VI 1. Rl ENDATIONS
A • Redesign or Appstatus and Changes
to Instrumentation :
l a Design a new calibrator capable of applying
a force of at least 5 lbs, to the bossing snr operating
at much higher speeds*
2« resign a chain or geared drive for the in-
creased capacity calibrator to eliminate torsional
vibrations at higher loadings. The drive end of the
system should be at the tvnnel find of the dynamometer
shaft. The nev» calibrator may still use a short flexible
cable drive in the measurement run position.
3. Design a damper to eliminate lateral vibration
of the spring-wire combination used for calibrating the
system. In reducing lateral vibrations this damper should
not be permitted to interfere with application of the cal-
ibrator force to the bossing.
4. Obtain a propeller with no rake in order to re-
duce minimum oropeller clearances.
5. Obtain a voltage amplifier which is linear down
to 10 cos; i.e. gain is independent or frequency down to
10 cps.
-7/-
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6. revise a system which insures positive pro-
iler tunnel speed control to within ,' with little
or no manual adjustment nee y. This. be accomplished
by rcocif icstion to the tuning fork circuit described herein,
7. Obtain an alternating current galvanometer or
similar measuring instrument with a linear reading scale*
8. Rewind moveable coil of detector unit to give
a larger number ox turns. This will permit greater
sensitivity end -How operation away from the resonant
peak,
B. For Future Investigations ;
1. Confirm assumption that vibratory force is
applied at a distance from the propeller shaft corres-
ponding to the 0.7 radius of the propell The possi-
bility exists of accomplishing this by the u; strain
gages.
k. Investigate the presently accepted law of
similitude to confirm the results of this investigation.
3. Investigate rrore thoroughly the effects of
bossing length on the induced force by running at least
two additional series, each with different no »€••«
4* Investigate e thoroughly the influence of
water velocity on the induced vibratory forces*
- 7Z-
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5 9 Confirm th« ->hase angle relationship established
in this thesis by additional investigation*
6« Investigate the influence of wake distribution
on the magnitude »nd pHas* angle oi the induced vibratory
forces,
7. An alternate solution to the problem of oesigning
a larger capacity calibrator end chain drive would be to
use a sraaller diameter oropeller*
8. Utilize the bossing bearing installed in t;
hub to investigate bearing forces of blade frequency in-
duced using similar oararceters as in this thesis*
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l.« teterrelnation of tf| acceptable calibration
±nd- r essurereent procedure
.
After the bossing system fend the instrumentation
wtr« assembled and before the calibration Mid trecsurement
runs could be c .ced, ...any small, time-consuming pro-
blems had to be solvec. The solution It these problem*
influenced the procedure finally adopted MMl therefore
constitute | pert of the initial procedure. The initial
cedure ray be subdivided into three grouos of problems
or investigations? (l) those concerning instrumentation,
(*) those concerning the i echsnicai aeoect* of the bossing
system it employee and (j) the effects of certain variables.
The instrumentation problems v;ere * ctu< liy simple
in nature but are included for future reference,, The Am-
plifier characteristics were unknown at the start of the
investigation. The major characteristics of the amplifier
which were considered to be important were ncy re-
onse, linearity and snr>iifi< n. These were deterri-
by various techniques in the De Forrest Lxoerimental t-.ress
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Iftiytif Laboratory. A >lot e on sen-i-l Jper
of gain vs. gain dial netting with gein it the ioq co-
ordinate. The olot wss a straight line between settings
of 6 to ii inclusive, in ,cc suddenly £t settings
of f—1/2 bt\6 li-l/k, 4-ntf was curved shove c below 5,
In order to utilize the rex betwc r.in and
n dial settings, it was necr
, to restrict the
settings u&ed between the vslwa* of 6 and 11. A plot
was made of gain vt, frequency for us gain dial
settings in order t> determine the iinear renoe of fre-
quency response, A constant gain .
roximately kO cos to 6000 cps. iince 29 cpl corres-
ponds to a propeller speed of 300 RWt, i our-bl aded
^ller is used, " :.ons..idered to be the lowest
»i sible shaft speed. Aatwally, it as found latar in the
invest! gati-n that with the amplifier in the detector
circuit (Flo. IX) the llneer ran>e did not extend much
below 35 cps. Thus the lifier characteristics as
originally determined restricted the flexibility of the
measurement system to orooeiier speeds greater than 300 RPM,
end gain dial settings of 6 to 11 inclusive,
Despite the fact th:t the linear range as ori$in*lly
measured was found to extend to as low es *j cos, trouble
was experienced with the phase angle relationships. It
was found that the ohase shift within the mmplttiit v&ried
with gain. This orobobly was a result of ooersting it a
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frequency which was in the non-line.* i range of the £
plifier. This, concttion was recognised early in the in-
vestigation. To correct it en amplifier of a lower
frequency ran-e was recuirec. cuch an aapltfiax was not
available so the angles 5, functions. ot: the
gain dial netting.
Being restricted to fain dial settings of 6 "to II
inclusive, it was necessary to decrease the magnitude of
the galvanometer inputs by se»4 othei when necessary
to get on-scale readings. To accor .iish this a resistance
decade box Mil connected in series with the sine wave gen-
erator input to the galvanometer. Sine* the galvanometer
multiplier the amplified detector output and the sine wave
generator input together, a reduction in the sine wave
generator input reduces the galvanometer sensitivity for
a given detector output. Thus, the itCMtt box functioned
as an additional sensitivity control. Th« unt of re-
sistance to use in a series o? runs wis usually established
by making a preliminary measurement run to determine the
magnitude of the signals to be exoected. This MIS done
because it was highly desirable to make both the measure-
ment run and the calibr n run at the Sam* gain dial
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-i the signal generated in the
detector unit is function »f the velocity of the
moveable coil and its flux linkages. The amount of
flux linkaoe was controlled by the current in the
fixed coil (1 of Fin. X) . Any fluctuations in this
current would cruse variations in the sensitivity of
the detector ty«t««. Originally l.f volt cry cell
battery v-as used to enercize this coil and was found
to be unsatisfactory b* • its terminal voltage
could not be maintained constant. To maintain the
current in the fixed coil constcnt a Lead acid storaoe
battery ma used. / vi resistor end iMMtir were
olaced between the battery enc the coil -:o that a con-
stant current could I - insured.. An .--utomobile bat*ery
Charge* weu • keep the iterate battery in a con-
stant state of charge.
During the early calibration runs a ore Nil of
trouble was experienced with the )ducibility or data,
The reasons for such Levities were two-fold in that
they arose fr >th instrumentation and laedtaftlaal sources.
Durinn the original calibration runs the gal 1 zero
setting »as arbitrarily chosen to facilitate acquiring
on-scale readings. It wet discovered that the response
of the galvanometer to • signal of fixer rtitttde and
frequency Wii a function of the zero setting. In other
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After this discovery ttv« oame *«ro setting was used
throughout the investigation tm4 carefully checked at
frecuent interval*.
As previously oned, the boseing «y«t*»
operated ll t taiMtitlftftl just the resonant peak
to qive increased sensitivity. Y g the preliminary
calibration Tvr,$ the proriell^r shaft toeed was checked
at frequent interval* &nti corrected occasionally to the
desired v alue. i ub sequent ••ftt«jr«Mitti revealed the t the
response of the sys f s extremely criti i.th re-
spect to propeller shaft soeed and that was. not
held constant enough by frequent n.rnufcl adjustments* The
tuning fork soece aaataal circuit as described in Section
II was then adopted. The tunino fork held the speed
within approximately 1 KPM.
The first determinations of the phase anqle v
relating the propeller blade position end tna occurrence
of the measured vibratory force revealed another instru-
mentation problem. It was ; r.ulete taa
values of y depend "ng upon which phase of taa sine wave
generator appeared first in the tine d
measurement system. By using § one revolution
contact maker and the cathode ray oscilloscope, it wat
established that the arbitrarily designated h readir
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fact controls the definition*: tMl 3 I nd the rr
up of the phase angle determination en cloyed.
Although a small problem, it is representative o? the
ones which lead to time delays in discovery end correction.
/.t the same time instrumentation troubles we
being corrected and modified, the problem* concerning
the mechanical ssoects of the bessino system were dis-
covered. Preliminary calibration rt»ftl vuickly showed
the calibrator mechenisr at originally designed and driven
had to be modified to eliminate torsional vibrations.
These torsional vibrations affected the callbrati n ethod
in several ways, lincc the tine -ave generator vet driven
by the calibrator shaft, the torsional oscillations caused
en unsteady sine wave generator output. Thus the sine
wave generator input to the galvanometer was unsteady
causing the g elver: I to oscillate. In ad-
dition, torsional vibration of the cislibrctor cam shaft
produced a vibratory force v uency die not
correspond to trutof the hyc rodynemically induced force,
in<j therefore couid not be used tor construction of a
representative cslibrction curve. The calibrator, hen
in position for a calibration run, was origieally driven
by a long flexible cable geared to the dynamometer
shaft at the thrust meter en To reduce the torsional
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the flexible cubit; v.as re 14 steel shaft.
The shaft was mountpc on £ long i* x 4" :
supported by bronze bearings,, ishort pieces ol flexible
cable were uoed at each end of fttu shaft. Figure
XVI shows pert of the sha MM »f the thort flexible
cables connected to the calibrator. It should foe mentioned
here that the three extra arms on the calibrator had a
negligible effect in recucing vibration end were removed
duri :g the initial phase of the investigation.
Although the torsional vibration was greatly re-
duced by using the solid steel shaft, it still persisted.
It was discovered that the allfiwant of the talibrato2
caas shaft anc the sine wave generator shaft was not true.
The tm> shafts had been coupled together with a s»olid
steel coupling to prevent slippage sn6 to oreaerve the
ohase angle relationships. To eliminate the alignment
problem the sine wave generator m vec to one alee
~ r\c identical gears were pinned to t«Ch she it. This
la the reason for the sine wave generator fear drive.
In one 01 the irany attempts to obtain reproducible
data it was founc that the sensitivity of. the measurement
system varied with the exact locati n 0? the detector unit.
This waa caused by rubbing of the movtablfl coil on the
inside of the ietector case. At seen in Fie. X t;
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trebly small. Till ;-e, unleet the vertical rod con-
necting the horizontal tin to th« moveable coil of the
detector was correctly aligned, : rtf occurred &nC
consequently greatly varying detector sensitivities re-
sulted* To eliminate this variable the correct position
of the detector unit Mil found and carefully marked to
insure & reproducible location and thus a constant
sensitivity. In addition the detector casing was re-
machined to s larger internal diameter to provide greater
clearance around the moveable coil. The final remedial
measures taken in obtaining reproducible data focused
themselves about the wire used between the calibrator
/er are and the bossinc? during the calibration runs.
The wire which was originally selected for thib function
wss black iron wire, of 1/3-c inch dJ .«r. In selecting
this wire, calculations were made to deterr ine the in-
fluence of the weight of the wire on the Tg contstant*
of the springs used, end, on the tire lag between the time
the tee reached the high point and the titte the bossing
received the application of this maximum force. Both
of these effects were calculated to he negliqibl
Initially, the force apr.iied to the betflag by ^arti-
cular spring was determined by measuring the elongation
of the spring alone as a function of the required
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spring individually. It n calculated that the
spring constant of the wire was infinite compered to
that of the spring ©nd was therefore negligible* Thii
•hoc was found to be completely unset! :ory* The
first corrective step was to replace the wire then in
use viith 0.010 H diameter steel piano wire. The use of
piano wire reduced the number of kink* and sna.ll bends
which ordinary aire inherently possesses. In addition,
it reducec the spring action of the wire on the pulley,
used to guide the wire to the bossing. This replace-
ment of the original wire with pis-no wire still did
t. completely s-olve the problem of reproducible data.
The systen« used to determine the force applied to the
bossing was inadequate. Using the initial system
the elongation of the wire was assu;- .o be xer
end the displacement of the bossing &nd pulley was
assumed to be tero vvh&n the force was applied. ' The
method finally adopter: took these v. into account
by determining the force applied to the bosslno, with
the bossing and calibrator system assembled and the
wire-spring combination attached in the exact runner
in which it was to be used for calibration. The method
is, described in detail in the fol.lov.inr5 section on
force determination*
Vitfe cdooti: the piano wire for the wire-
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lateral vibration of the -ire in the i en the
lever arm »n<S the oulley. See fig. XV. It was found
that the amount of lateral vihr.ti n oi th%s wire vas
a function of the initial tension applied to the wire-
spring combination. The amount lateral vibration
affected the magnitude of the force appl- > the
bossing* By increasing the initial tension lateral
vibrations were greatly reduced although not eliminated.
Several attempts were r,zdv tc eliminate these vibrations
by using different types of dampers. The <r not
only tended to reduce the lateral vibration but also
the longitudinal vibration and consequently, the
magnitude of the force applied to the bossing* The
effect of the lateral vibration at higher initial ter
-
^ns was felt to be almost negligible when the precision
of the overall assumptions were reconsidered. For ti
reason, rather than u&e mmm type of damper which would
further complicate the calibration system, a •Mil but
constant error was accepted,
With an operationally acceptable system of measure-
ment and calibration, there regained the orobiem of
evaluating the effects- of certain parameters or> the
calibration technique,, Several of these have been
mentioned in connection with the instrumentation &nd
mechanical aspects oi the initial procedure. The one
remaining parameter to be mentioned it that of water
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velocity. The calibration techni ue employed Ulianil
the effect of Mtttai velocity to be negligible on the
response of mossing. It wat -ic, hovever, that
the bot&inn -vt sensitive to variations in water
velocity. TIN '-non ii, similar to titat of the
self-exciteti:n of airplane 'Ainvjs ,: nly known as
win9 flutter. The frequency oi the vibration wM con-
stant but its amplitude mm found to increase with in-
creasing water velocity. A shift fxwo the ion,? nose
piece to the : hort toaat r>iece was •CCeai M nied by |
shift in the ency of the self excised vibrati
frequency ,ured coincided closely to tne cal-
culated notu; uency oi the boealflf system. This
meant th^t the water velocity ..ould affaat the response
of the tystem to a given force and frequency. To reduce
this effect to a negligible quantity it reci'ded to
accept a reduced sensitivity eric operate away (tj^ the
natural frequency of the besting. Poor iraliCI of
the calibrator mechanism at propeller *pet--. tatef
then 6*5 RPM placed an upper limit on the frequency.
(6*5 8PM corresponds to a calibrates of 2i -M)
„
The lover limit KM est, t approximately 3;
because of the amplifier characteris tics . i Her
Shaft sped of 54-2 RfH Mi therefore selected ai the









gation VM conducted. At this propeller zpeeo it »««
und thst tfa ter velocities require^ cover the
desired rsnqe of thrusts were Lcie-ntly Li v«
I negligible effect on the tystM 11
error is introduced ?t the hiqher i velocities but
these corretoond to negative thrust v which were
not of interest in tbifc Invc-stifeti
From thi:- it cen en the.t -ions
have been n\r,de M to tl of vfcri hi sources
of error. Refinement of th« ins trur.entetion, bos-sing
system, calibrati.r. and n f -tisurement techni< ues could
go on endlessly. ny refinements were
considered co^netible with the tine silt ; or the
thesis. Whether more refinec urementt *ouid hcv§
been consistent vlth the basic '-.ions used to









• i retails of Force Hett; it-- i nation ;
reter-minf. 9t th- nitudc »1 the hydro-
tfynamically induced vibratory force, was acconoli&hed
by preparation of a series of calibration curve*.. The
response of the system to I vibratory foice was a
function of the frequency of the excitation force and the
neturc 1 frequency of the bousing system. The frequency
of the excitation force c .ponds to four times the pro-
peller shaft speed and, consequently, calibration was
required for each spee<? used. The natural frequency of
the bossing system Wit found to be a function of clear-
ance &nd bossinq length, i„e„ which nose iece i*nd spacer
ring combination *ss in use. The term clearance refers
to the distance between the propeller tm4 bossinq and the
term length to the dimension parallel to the direction of
water flow, ^ee Fig. XXVII. The clef ranc* between the
jpeller and bossing v ;as varied by lengthening the
cylindrical or hub section >: tha bottlnf* Lengthening
I accomplished by inserting brass spacers at the *,fter
*nd cf the cast aluminum hur section. Ue Fig. VI and
. XXVII. This additional weight altered the natural
frequency of the bossing and thus the natural frequency
of the entire bossinq system comprising the bossing,
hollow steel shaft, and horizontal arm. Mrfltion of the
br^ss spacers was accompanied by relocation of the point
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attachment of t ssing to the hollow stee: it.
a result the point of amplication of the alternate
twisting moment was changed trie* this in turn changed the
angular displacement of the hollow steel shaft «nc hori-
zontal arm for I given vibratory force. For this reason
it was necessary to calibrate the system tor each clear-
ance^ investigated and each length of bossing used. The
shift in natur< 1 frev.uency of the bossing i ith a variation
in iength resulted from the fact that the inertia of the
entrained water scries as the square of the bossing length.
Calibration mi accomplished by rr.f£ns of the cali-
brator described in .lection II < The aooropriate nose
piece and the oiano wire were fastened t .ing be-
fore it was placed in the te. t section. The bos*, inn IM8
placed at the desired location in the fc#8t section de-
pendent uoon the clearance under investigation. The pro-
peller was not attache? 1 • the propeller shaft during
the calibration runs because it MM necessary to run the
dynamometer shaft at the correct ipeed. This was necest cry-
since the cblibri tor shaft «M driven b. the dynamometer.
The piano wire was then run through a pulley with fricticn-
less bearings to the calibrator whtre it «<ss attached to
the lever arm by means of a small helical spring. An
assortment of springs provided a good range of spring
constants, Kith the lever arm at the lo Lilt of the
cam the initial tension was set by putting the desired
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ar ^9090 as* 11 aauaoad anui nollatdllaa %
iaaaan aaw *lriT .baaqa loanoa t/tt la Itarie iala?no«ar
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tal afjtoaianyb a R#¥il -arid to* iidlla d aril aanla
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ol bartoalla a&a tl ai<*ri»v lolaidllaD aril ol B^nlii^d aaal
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weight on the weight nan and then cC jus ting the lenpth
of the wire-sprinq combination until the lever III ju
lifted off the c«.m. This amounted t v rying the initial
elongation of the spring. See Fig. XX. The initial
tension or force was applied t inq depending u
stiffness. Having adjusted the initial tension to the
desired value, the Ml *es rotated ISO* to th oint.
ghts were then added to the weight Dan until the lever
Irrrr, just lifted off the ca». This additional weight was
the force applied to the bo* sine when corrected for the
distance (d) between fi enc B in Fig, XX, the angle between
the weight pan strlnq and the arm, end the actual smoli-
tude measured, ire Fig. XXVIII,
Although the same springs and came diameter pianc
wire were used reoe^tedly for the V*riott4 calibration
runs, th® soring constant was deter independently
for each run.
Having determined the magnitude of the weights re-
I oired, the weights *ere removed from the weight p«fl and
the weight p*H string removed rror the lever arm. The
propeller sh<?ft was then run at the desired K?M and the
galvanometer readings, / reading an; ending, recorded.
The above process MSI then repeated for * sufficient
number of springs to determine a calibre t ion curve of
fores vt>. resultant galvanometer reading, reading.
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1 ee sample calculation!* end a typical c*lib« aticn
curve.
The next phase of the orocedure consisted oi
actual force measurements. Having sufficient date to
olot s calibration curvt- the wire-spring combination
was removed from the bossing, I ropeiier keyed to
the propeller shaft in the marked angular position
(see details of phase angle determination), «nc the
calibrator relocated on the control panel* ^ee Fig. XVI.
The results of :.>revioui> investigation* indicated
that the r.egnituee of the bossing force was rr*inly a
function of t*o variables: thrust &n6 clearance. Con-
sequently, for e«ch set o, 8 nditions, —aiwfimtt
were fade for wide range of thrusts; from above the
operating point to approximately zero. At the desired
valve • of thrust the galvanometer reading* were recorded
reduced to the corresponc ing force by means oi the
calibration curves.
Larly calibration runs revealed that the maximum
force which couid be applied to bossing by the calibrator
was approximately 1.1 ihi. (Set Cisci .suits).
Because the jnltiwlnr of the forces were well above
1.1 lbs* for 1* ciearcmi.v.s with tne short bossing, met
the calibration curves showed the I to be non-linear,
it was necessary in this case to *•• a different cali-
-9Z -













ation technique. From this it should not be concluded
that the bossing system wai non-iinear, but rather the
measurement system; in particular the galvanometer or
amolifier. For this reewn tr- nitude or the force
could not be determined by linear extraooletion of the
1" calibration curve.
A calibration curve was r:ade in the usual manner
with the calibrator for an amplifier gain setting of 10c
The measurements **ra made with an amplifier gain sett-
ing of 6. In addition to taking the calibration oat
with a gain setting of 10, data was recorded for gain
bettings from 6 to 11 inclusive, lino* oi constant
force were then dotted on sap-i-lo^ r with an
ordinate of resultant g<-Ivanometer re< din g and an abseissa
of gain setting. From this, lines of constant resultant
reading were plotted using an ordinate of force and an
abscissa of gain setting. The average slope of the con-
stant resultant galvanometer reeding** m sured. The
relationship to determine the magnitude of the force
at other gain settings Wit found to be F f € • #
where D and t ere the amplifier settings, and u is
the slope. (For the l w clearance runs f*» F 10€ ^ "
In other wordt, vitr r.he resultant galvanometer readings
from the actual measurement runs, the force, ^\qp i £
determined from the,, calibration curve. But the resultant
- S3 -
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readings *ere taken • ith l qcin settino of 6, therefore,
it is. necessary to run along « : constant resultant read-
ing line to « gain settir f * no read the force F^„
The 6B19 for a clearance of 1" with the short Is nf
was the only date re : in this rr-enner. The magnitude
of the forces for the other runs with the short bossing
could be determined directly tro, lalibratioa cu:v»,
The method employed to dete the magnitude
the forces when the long bos sin iif-
fared from th&t described above. These forces were nuch
greater than had been an ti dp*. tec inasmuch as it was
originally considered that the bossing *lth the short
nose piece attached was "very long" in comparison with
the propeller diameter, chord lengths, etc. Consequently,
the calibration runs were mace in a manner similar to
those used *ith the short n- iece at clearances great-
er than 1*. For r.o*t clearances the* forces measured were
larger th*n 1.1 lbs. and therefore too large to be taken
directly fron the calibration curves,, n extrapolation
was therefore topIeyed to reduce this data* Thl is
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$• retails of Ph&g.e Angle.- Lc termination
Phase angle determination -Iveti the evaluation
of four phase angles an reli etween these
angles In this calculation ell the phase angles are
referred to the indicator card which la attached to the
flywheel of the calibrator MCtkMtii d rotates at
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the phase angle between the time the generating line
of an arbitrarily selected propeller blade coincides *ith
trailing edge of the housing sne the tlM the calibrator
cats applies the maximum positive fore* to th llftf
during calibration.
Y the phase angle between the time the generating line
of the arbitrarily selected propeller b coincides
with the trailing edge of the bussing &nc the occurrence
of the meesureo hydrodynamically induced tor vrr.el to
the bossing. A positive force acts in the *$mm direction
as the R*axifflun calibrator force; i.*-. In *
rection as the calibrator wire ptflii Ml the bT&sing.
-95-
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X =» the ohase angle between the time of occurrence of
the measured signal to the galvanometer end t plied
bossing force; either cfclibr or measured, since this
?nglo was assumed to be constant.
S = the ph«ise angle between the time if occurrence oi
the A reading to the galvanometer and the time thf cali-
brator cam applies the maximum o^itive force to the
bossing.
Th<- indicator cai- attcC-fr to the calibrat
flywheel so t ? zero reading corresponded to the high
point of the car*;, or application of the maximum positive
calibrator force* The time delay between extension or.
the spring and application ot the force at the bossing
was calculated to be negligible*
Vol convenience in the determination t ,j , ft
3~ the following sign convention v-as adopted:
A reeding B reading Anqlc
+ - 90°
4 90 - 180*
m> ISO - *70°
«. m - ho*












0* indicator cardj TDC of
cam and time of appli-
cation of calibration
force on bossing
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diagrams of Figure XXX
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Y ISO « |
a
~ (fj.
or with the J>io,n convention
Y . « i).
1-ince the above relationship h. <. been referred to the in-
dicator card vhich rotates at i^vr times propeller spe^d,
Y has to be divided by four to determine the relationship
between force, oropeller bl ,+i o mv The
engle is deters when the cjener&tino. line of the pro-
peller blade is in Lill ttfc the trailing edge of the
bossing. Therefore, on the phase di* alftf
corresponds to the blade petition. Th . ~.n be
thought of as a rotating force vector rotating at four
tines shsft speed or at calibrator, spec;. Th izontal
component of the force vector la the force applied to the
bossing. For the c?se illustrated the measured forte lags
the propeller blade position by y° • &ince the fox
measured la in the negative sense, the positive force will
180 — v alead the propeller blade by -~--j-I~» v-.hen referred to
the propeller blade &nd bossing this, means thst the
positive force occurs before the prooeller blade reaches
the position where the generating line and the trailing
edge of the bossing coincide,
The method of measurement employed 84 : the
phase angle X to be constant* S , the anoi an
ase A of the sine wtva federal lint
-39-
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of the cam was also constant since the ttite «>eve gen-
erator and cam shaft were ge&red together, Consequently,
Mi theoretically a constant as long as the sine uave
generator end cem shaft were not displaced angularly by
uncoupling* The calibrator being a packaged unit per-
mitted movement from the propeller tunnel hatch where it
vies used for calibration, to i &•«« loc.-t'nn during the
measurement runs. For propeller shaft speech 54$ F
vwhich correspond;! to 36*5 cps, it KM f unc th^t the
angle X -vjis a function of t Lifier gain,
result the angle |» had to be M function of gain
setting,, The galvanometer read* IX cos ?> , or
EI cos (3 # r/2) dependent upon which sine *ave gen-
ere tor output i& used in conjunction with the iriec
signal from the detector. A switc). r.itte-.' id
switching of the bine wsv aerator input t* the gal-
vanometer from phase A to phase B« The A reading corres-
ponds to the galvanometer reading with phase A of the sine
wave generator as an input to the galvanometer; £ treasure
of EI cos ($*)• The I ,^e*dlnq corr&i +.,-. the nel-
vanor.eter reading with ohase B as the Inputf i csure
of EI sin- H|4 Therefore, the signal to the galvanometer
or resultant reading iss
- loo -
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The resultant readings end jj. war* easily determined for
each calibration run. In a siniiar mtamtt for tack
measurement run, | resultant reading could be comouted
together with 3..
The phase angle, i, *s previously defined was de-
termined by means of the indicator card and tvvo strobe
liqhts. The generating line of an arbitrarily selected
prooeller blade was trtark.ee on the blade at the tip. The
propeller was then placed on the aropellar Shaft in the
test section of the tunnel and the Her and shaft
marked so that the propeller was always returned to the
tame angular location on the shaft after each removal.
The marked propeller blade mm then aliened with the
trailing edge of the bossing and the »z shaft
aarked so that the mark coincided with the c; -airs
of a small telescope mountec outsicie the tost ekaaba*
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tinning of the strobe-lights, the strobe lights could
be phased so that they B stopoed* th« propeller shaft
<^n th; scribe mark lin<?d u<> with the q heirs in
the telescooe (blade in line with bossing), A second
strobe light, fired simultaneously with the first, *•*
used to read the indicator card. The ohc se angle, ft,
was read di recti y fwtm The card sine* 0* corresponded
to the high ooint of the Mtt« tfolflf the relationsh:
ky - 3.-, - (Hi • l) and V- convention for deter-
mination of the quadrant . , the phase angle
between force end bl.de ocsition was determined*
- IOZ -





M di&cufcsed in 1 >« III, ftJtcXyslc ot th< :r
tion of the data ded involved three basic tiivi&ionas
(J.) calibration, (2) urenent, anc (3) phase tit ' •-
termination . To illustrate the calculations* &equence 5
each step will b« taken individually, ualflfl. arbiti ai
Cs libra tion J
Tata recorded?
NO* R
Initial Tension j A 11 9






re. c in a
-1,
B_ ^ — i » 48reading
To obtain the force appli the bo»»J the
wire-spring combination, the eight
pan is converted by a ratio of lever mi and the cosine











tr: v J 9rfi nisi do
nltqt~e~
»nieo3 * tt T»V 3 el
lew *rii 1< ^ns s.'f* }o
tWXS t»v»1 »ri$
- £<*\ -
•ce r>*r one-helf revoiuti ,
, v ,
„
the I 2-i5ii5i99.S! 0.3,
.
-•: *25, x 0.09
* 1*596 lb&*
This v&lu< reseat* the total change in force on the
bossinq Mfcil* the cam travels throuqh twice the solitude.
The excitation torce, then., is $t§»t half of this veltiei
Force 9 ,TM lb:
ftlnct the galvanometer deflection recorded
represent two perpendicular vector*, the resultant de-
flection:
n
With these two ceieuletec I cali-
bration curve is determine- c for thit set of cat












discussed in Section III, the Mflt it c : f-tern;in*d to bt
mmn ISO* snd *70° by tha sign convention I d
8. .Veasurement Hun
Data Recorder?
Thrust, uncorr. •1 *:6«4 lbs
•
Thrust corrects on: •-0.7 lbs.












this data we must determine the v* lu« & of thrust, J,
(advance coefficient) force on the bossing, < ,.
Thrust, corrected * k.6.4 + 0*7 *7*1 lbs.
From propeller tunnel calibration data, the Mt*r
velocity in the test section, in feet pmt &econd,
v 0.41656
-{ N| x C te(T%fp.
re H, is thf st#t«vr«4 height of the h;
benzine column, in 1
and C. is a correction to the column r*«4
ernf>
* ing to account for changes in
*ric terooerature. For 8Q*F.,
the value of C. 1« D.905.
Thus,
v * 0. 41656





















e n rev. per sec.
d diameter in feet,
v » water velocity in ft/sec
3 - 4.60 x jg x jfl,,,, . 0,6.1
For the deterrrdnat: n of the force, the resultant




In the simnleat case, the calibration cir v: for this
arranoement oi parameters it now entered with this re-
sultant deflection, and the c:>rr*s~>onding force re
directly. Thi . force, then, together with the corres-
ponding thrust, ii: cted.
, As foi the calibration data, by definition,
h . tan" 1 J«!941
*rdg
* tan"1 rgfH
In this particular instance, the siyn convention d«t»rmir>
that 3 2 has a value between
90® and tf&*. Thus*
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As previously discussed, tl librstion data
directly represents only forces between m4 1.1 lbs.
C some combinations of noae pieces and clearances,
the «*ctu£l measured force exceeds this range* In such
~es two methods of extrapolation were employed. The
first, and i- :-iest, was ample >:clusively in re-
ducing the data taken with the long nose piece. It con-
sist* of merely daterrlning the slope of the calibration
curve for the data taken, and thus obtaining a constant
relationship between resultant deflection readings %nd
force applied. This ctethod involves the assumption of
linear response of the bossing system to the applied
forces over the full range of fo- •erienr.ee', In
general, the relationship is
Force » K € X R .
rpg
where K the base intercept
calibration
curve j, and
biooe of the cali-
bration curve.
The second .method, based precisely on the data taken,
was employed in the analysis of a part oi tse short boss-
ing data* Use is made of variable amplifier gain, A de-
tailed description of this »atho I fount: in the
section on Detailed Procedure. action V f« dis-
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C. Pha^fe E;e terrains tion a
The method of phase determination It discusser In
tail in Appendix A. for the example given above,
3
l
* 2*6 8 e
110, 5*
360-^ 33°
In accordance with the development in Aopencfix A,
Ay • *a • (i|
iio.5 - (aat.i » §#} -Uf.l*
i » 37.3°
HfettTi y is defined as the phase ancUe between the time
the generating line of an arbitrarily selected propeller blade
ncides with the trailing edge of the bossing and the
occurrence of the measured hydrodyn&micslly induced force
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